


 Raise awareness about climate change and service 
 delivery issues related to water, energy, waste,  
 hygiene, environmental wellbeing and sustainable  
transport.
     Enhance non-formal education programmes  
 through media, networking and partnerships.
   Build awareness of the causes and effects of  
 climate change.
     Mobilize local businesses, households and  
 stakeholders to take action and change  
 behavior.
     Unite the Municipality with civil society to save the 
 future by taking action.
    To mobilize NMBM residents to be the eyes and ears 
 of the Municipality when illegal activities occur  
 that impact on YOUR communities and  
 surroundings.

Even though we don’t all contribute equally to the 
problem, nor will we all be affected in the same way, 
everyone has a CRUCIAL role to play in building a more 
climate resilient and sustainable society.

The Go Green Campaign will focus on five key 
action themes:

Conserving Energy – emissions from coal-fired 
power stations and transport are the leading sources of 
greenhouse gas emissions in this country. Conserving 
electricity and switching to public transport is critical to 
achieving our mitigation goals.

Conserve Water – South Africa is a water scarce 
country, and our fresh water resources are under stress. 
Climate change will exacerbate this situation.  
Conserving water is a vital tactic for making the country 
more climate resilient.

Reduce, Reuse and Recycle Waste – Minimization 
and proper management of our waste both reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and conserve forests, which 
absorb carbon dioxide.

Air & Water Pollution Management – We need to 
ensure clean air/water and maintain the air/water 
quality for future generations. This is done by 
monitoring the environment, controlling the release of 
air/water pollutants, giving advice and taking action 
against those who pollute. 

Plant indigenous trees – Start a vegetable garden – 
food gardens promote food security and poverty 
alleviation. Planting indigenous trees and clearing alien 
invader plants restore natural eco-systems and 
conserve water. Consume responsibly – goods and 
services that are environmentally friendly and locally 
produced will usually have a lower carbon footprint 
than imports, while and buying locally creates jobs.

the project seeks to:

“Whether you take small steps or huge leaps towards green living – remember, every action counts towards helping 
the environment! Be the difference – research undertaken to support the National Climate Change Response White 
Paper indicates that changes in behavior by consumers is necessary if we are to achieve our greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction targets and avoid the most dangerous levels of climate change”.

Living GREEN in Nelson Mandela Bay

power 

wise

The GO GREEN Campaign will provide YOU, the resident of Nelson Mandela Bay, with 
information, including the challenges of climate change and sustainable development 
and the need for appropriate responses and choices at individual and community level.

water 

wise

waste 

wise

pollution 

wise

conservation 

wise



The days of abundant cheap electrical power are over. We all have to find ways of 
reducing our use of electricity. By saving electricity you are doing more than reducing 
your household cos t - you are saving jobs and the environment.

GEYSER
Insulate your geyser by wrapping newspapers, old 
blankets or other insulating materials (geyser blanket) 
around it and hot water pipes.
Reduce the temperature of your geyser to around 55 
degrees, so that you don’t need to add much cold water 
when you shower or do the dishes.
It saves energy to shower rather than bath.
Switch off your geyser when not in use.

Switch off the lights when not in use and when leaving 
the room.
Use low energy lamps for exterior lighting with timer or 
light sensor for switching.
If the sun is shining, make the most of natural sunlight 
by opening your curtains to allow the sun to come in.
Use energy saving bulbs (fluorescent lights): they could 
save you a huge amount of money and they last longer 
than incandescent lights.

Lighting

Clean stove plates reflectors.
Match the size of the pot to the size of the stove plates.
Remember to close the lid of the pots when you cook, to 
conserve heat and energy.
Try to boil only water you need instead of boiling a full 
pot or kettle every time.
Soak beans, samp and other related dry food overnight 
to save time, money and several hours of electricity use.
Always try to use appropriate cooking utensils when 
cooking (i.e. use pots and pans with a flat bottom/ they  
consume up to 50% less electricity).

STOVES

Turn off all standby modes every time you leave the 
house or before going to bed.
Do all your ironing at the same time.
Skip pre-wash cycle if your clothes are not particularly 
dirty.
If you are making one cup of tea, boil only enough 
water for one cup.
Use a toaster, electric grill, slow cooker, electric pot and 
bottle warmer, as they require less energy than a stove.

refrigerators

Household appliances

Heating and cooling
Use the right energy for the right purpose (i.e. use a 
heater for space heating rather than hot plates or stove 
ovens).
Use a thermostatically controlled oil heater to regulate 
the room temperature.
Insulate the ceiling to improve the regulation of the 
room temperature.
Close the windows and doors when the heater is on and 
save money.
Keep room doors closed so that air conditioners or 
heaters do not have to work too hard.
Wear clothing that is appropriate for the weather to 
save switching on or air conditioner or heaters.
Enjoy a comfortable indoor climate both summer and 
winter by ventilating your room properly on a daily 
basis.  Remember to switch off your heater, fan or air 
conditioner while ventilating.

The purpose of power alerts is to inform residential 
households and the general public of the status of the 
national electricity demand.

Green Power Alert indicates that the electricity supply is 
sufficient to cater for the demand.

Orange Power Alert indicates that the electricity 
demand is increasing.

Red Power Alert warns of eminent power failures.

Brown Power Alert indicates that interruptions are 
affecting certain regions and that they will spread to 
other regions.

power alerts

Be power wise

Refrigerators with freezers on top are more efficient 
than side by side.
Clean your refrigerator condenser coil at least once a 
year.
Ensure that the seals of the refrigerator door are in 
good condition and that the door closes properly.
Close the door every time that you take things out of the 
fridge and also check that it seals properly.

Here are some tips to help you save energy:-



the 3 R
‘s Reduce the amount of water usage

Reuse water as much as you can

Repair leaks as soon as you detect them

 

     Turn off taps while washing, brushing your teeth or   
 shaving
     Showering instead of bathing can save up to 400 litres 
 a week
     If you bath, share the water (remember, only 100  
 millimetres deep)
     Use low-flow showerheads and water efficient washing 
 machines
     Kettles should be filled with just enough water for your 
 needs, not to the brim
     Don’t overfill containers like cooking pots
     Immediately repair or report leaks (dripping taps can  
 waste 200 litres a day)
     Heat water in a kettle rather than running the hot-water 
 tap
     Rinse dishes in a basin and use the water in the garden
     Educate your family and children to save water
     Flush toilets sparingly, and flush with bath water

 

     Collect rainwater in tanks, divert rainwater to pool
     Use a pool blanket and save on evaporation
     Recycle your backwash water to a tank

To detect leaks, close all taps and check that the water 
meter shows no consumption
Read your meter regularly; get to know where the water 
is used
Protect your meter from theft and vandalism

your water meter

Do not water lawns frequently – water well once only
Do not water in hot or windy conditions
Water in the morning or evening
Water by bucket or watering can
Group plants according to their water needs
Clear invasive alien plants from your property
Use water from baths, washing machines to water 
garden
Roof water can also be profitably stored in tanks for 
watering gardens 

in the garden

The Water Wise 
Campaign was 
initiated in response 
to the drought event 
of the years 2008 to 
2010 and the need 
for education and 
awareness around 
responsible water use 
in Nelson Mandela 
Bay. All residents 
were targeted in this 
Campaign, which 
used the now iconic 
water drop named 
Thontsi to reach and 
educate a wide 
range of water users 
in the Bay.  

thontsi says:

In and around the House

the swimming pool

A water rebate is granted in respect of repaired underground 
leaks which are not discernible on the surface, on condition that 
the customer submits a Plumber’s Certificate or Affidavit (if not 
repaired by a registered plumber) within 10 days from the repair 
date. Only one rebate is allowed over the period of a year.

WATER 

LEAK 

REBATE

REPORT LEAKS & ABUSE
E-mail: waterleaks@mandelametro.gov.za

CALL WATER SERVICES ON: 041 506 2258 (o/h)
0800 20 50 50 (all hours)

Be water wise



remember 

the R
‘s Reduce waste

Reuse waste

recycle waste

Recycling conserves natural resources for the future; use 

less energy; provides raw materials for the manufacturing 

industry; promotes development of green technologies; 

reduce waste to landfill; create jobs opportunities.

  Locate the closest recycling depot or local drop-off                  

centres (this can be viewed on the Recyclers Database 

 available on www.nelsonmandelabay.gov.za/waste

 Dropping recycling off can be combined with your                 

weekly trip to the library or supermarket.

 Find out what material can be recycled and will be                           

accepted before you start, ie mixed paper, white p                 a p e r ,  

cardboard, metal, glass, soft plastics, hard p           lastics, tetra 

packs, etc.

 Find a handy place to store the recycling, like placing 

 a separate recycling bin next to your main bin

 Don't spend money on recycling bins, use items in                    

and around the house that have no use, like boxes or                     

crates.

 Larger bins or crates could be kept in the garage,                               

with a smaller bin kept in the kitchen.

 Encourage everyone in your household to think                   

whether items can be reused or recycled before they a              r e  

thrown away.

 Make a compost heap with organic waste from the                  

kitchen, ie. peels etc.

 Rinse away any food or liquid residue on empty food              

containers to avoid bad smells and insects.

 This can be done with your dishes or before emptying 

   your dishwater.

 Crumbs can be shaken out of soft plastic packets.

 Place caps back on bottles with oil residue to prevent             

contamination of other recyclables.

 Ensure that if possible all containers be squashed; this 

  will assist you in saving space in your container, but                 

also for transport purposes.

Autohot Biodiesel
Cannibal Multi Recycling
Classic Glass
Desco Recycling
Extrupet Pty Ltd
Friends of the Walmer Library
Greencycle
Greentech Biofuels
Jurniq Recycling cc
Ketco Enterprises cc
Khanya Hygiene Services
Nampak Recycling Ltd.
Newco Recycling
Oricol Environmental Services
Perm-a-Product
Scope Oils
The Waste Trade Company
Timber Solutions
Vistarus
Waste Tyre Energy

041 486 3303
041 486 3940
084 585 6884
041 364 2477
011 865 8360
041 581 4111
041 581 2174
083 459 5439
078 540 2456
083 270 9837
041 484 6689
041 486 3846
082 826 0251
041 453 2911
041 487 1664 
082 611 1920
041 585 1705
079 181 1023
041 367 2475
041 484 1106

REPORT ILLEGAL DUMPING 

useful waste contact numbers:

All hours: 0800 20 50 50 or to the following numbers during office hours: PE City areas: 041 5062018 / Northern areas: 041 4522006 / lbhayi: 041 4530089 
Blue Water Bay-Motherwell area: 041 5062521 / Uitenhage-Despatch area: 041 9941137

If you see people dumping rubbish illegal, please report them immediately. If possible take 
the vehicle registration number and description
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Be waste wise

HERE ARE SOME TIPS TO RECYCLE AT HOME

BENEFITS OF PRACTICING THE 3 R's OF WASTE:

iTEMS THAT CANNOT BE RECYCLED
Remember there are items that cannot be recycled 

like, cling wrap, foil, chip packets & chocolate 

wrappers, paper or cardboard that is waxed, glued 

or coated with plastic or foil, tissues, serviettes, china, 

porcelain, ceramics, drinking glasses, mirrors, 

windshields or any hazardous material.

NELSON MANDELA BAY WASTE EXCHANGE
If you have any items that are not of use to you, but 

can still be used by someone else, they can be 

advertised on the NMB Waste Exchange. This is a 

FREE online service, managed by the NMBM and 

available to business, industry, non-governmental 

organizations, schools and individuals who generate 

or may want to use unwanted waste material. The 

WEBSITE is designed to help the users in marketing 

their unwanted waste material and to facilitate a 

match-up with users, re-users and recyclers. The 

Waste Exchange is accessible at the following link: 

www.nelsonmandelabay.gov.za/waste

Repair things rather than throw them away!



AIR POLLUTION MANAGEMENT

FUNCTIONS

ACTIVITIES that CREATE AIR POLLUTION

Disturbing noise from many sources may be 
intrusive to you. The unit can take action where 
complaints regarding disturbing noise or noise 
nuisance are considered to be a statutory noise 
offence.
Unreasonable noise can emanate from residential 
or commercial premises. The Unit can make an 
assessment as to whether it can take action on your 
behalf. It can then offer advice on the situation and if 
the noise persists it has the power to take action 
against those causing the nuisance.
Persistent offenders are served with a notice in terms 
of applicable legislation. Failing to comply with the 
notice may result in legal action.

 
Loud amplified music emanating from nightclubs, 
discotheques and residential premises.
Noise from refrigeration compressors, air 
conditioners, fan systems, power generators and 
pumps.
Noise from illegal workshops conducted from 
residential premises.

 

NOISE CONTROL

ACTIVITIES that GENERATE 

NOISE POLLUTION

Be pollution wise



Biodiversity Management
Nelson Mandela Bay represents a large percentage of 
South Africa’s biological diversity, in that 2 global 
biodiversity hotspots converge in this area the Cape 
Floristic Region the Maputo-Pondoland (Albany 
Hotspot), and five of the nine South African Biomes 
occur within the city. Such a concentration of biomes in 
one city is unparalleled in the world and results in an 
extraordinary diversity of landscapes, plants and 
animals. 

Nelson Mandela Bay is rich in aquatic biodiversity, it 
borders St. Francis Bay and Algoa Bay and its 
associated islands, both important breeding grounds 
for fish, squid, marine birds and mammals that sustain 
the fishing and tourism industries. Four major rivers and 
their associated estuaries (Van Stadens, Maitlands, 
Swartkops and Sundays) occur in the Metro, as well as a 
number of wetlands, small lakes and salt pans. 

Nelson Mandela Bay recognizes the importance of, 
and its’ responsibility for conserving the biological 
diversity within the city. It seeks to protect the natural 
environment through various conservation and 
environmental management initiatives, mostly 
happening within green areas, comprising the Nelson 
Mandela Bay Metropolitan Open Space System (NMB 
MOSS).

An array of land use pressures threaten the persistence 
of biodiversity. These include inappropriate urban 
planning and development, urban expansion, 
agricultural expansion and non-sustainable 
subsistence harvesting. Of increasing concern are the 
impacts that projected future climate change will have 
on biodiversity and ecosystem services.

NMBM underwent an exercise to identify a network that 
effectively conserves the biodiversity and ecosystem 
processes in the Municipality. This network, known as 
the NMB MOSS, provides the Metro with essential 
ecosystem goods and services that are important in 
enabling the delivery of municipal services and for 
human wellbeing, which includes clean water, air, and 
soil, provision of foods, medicinal plants and building 
materials. The ecological infrastructure is essential in 
the delivery of municipal services, in that water and 

sanitation systems depend on the natural lay of the land 
(high to low elevations) to deliver water and sanitation 
services to communities. NMBM aims to secure the 
NMBMOSS using various mechanisms, such as 
declaration of nature reserves, rezoning land to Public 
Open Space and partnerships with private developers 
and landowners. 

Reserve Management
Nelson Mandela Bay manages a number of reserves, 
both to preserve biodiversity and to provide natural 
areas for the community to engage with.
The nature reserves in Nelson Mandela Bay are:
 Aloes Local Nature Reserve (still to be declared)
 Cape Receife Local Nature Reserve
 Lady Slipper Local Nature Reserve
 Maitlands Local Nature Reserve
 Sardinia Bay and Sylvic Local Nature Reserve
 Settlers Park Local Nature Reserve
 Swartkops Local Nature Reserve
 The Springs Local Nature Reserve
 Van der Kemps Kloof Local Nature Reserve 
 (still to be declared)
 Van Stadens Wild Flower Reserve

NMBM encourages its citizens to visit their nature 
reserves to experience the rich biodiversity that can be 
found in the Municipality. Go to the website: 
www.nelsonmandelabay.gov.za to download maps and 
information of walking trails in the reserves.

eNVIROMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

(EIAS)

A further goal of Environmental Management is to 
continue partnering with other stakeholders in 
developing the social relevance of green spaces to 
promote the well being of communities, to ensure 
greater ownership and use of these areas by the general 
public, and to link impoverished communities to poverty 
alleviation opportunities

Be conservation wise
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WHAT IS YOUR CARBON 

FOOTPRINT?
0 – 7

You are stomping on the earth with 
a huge elephant-size footprint!

Small changes around the house 
will soon shrink it down.

Elephant

8 – 29
You have a buffalo-size footprint. 

Keep plodding along the sustainable 
pathway and you will soon 

downsize!

Buffalo

30 – 49
Your footprint is neat like that of 

the zebra. You move ahead swiftly 
but you could reduce your footprint 

even further.

Zebra  

50 – 75
You move about like the spectacular 

springbok, living lightly on the 
earth. You enjoy making a positive 

contribution to your community. 
Well done!

Springbok

Take the 

 take 

TEST,

ACTION
& WIN! 


